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isclaimer
Mythara is not to be played unsupervised or unsafely.
Mythara, MythrilWerks LLC, and all representatives
within, stress that you use these rules and we are not
responsible for any and all activities. Once again, we
cannot stress enough how dangerous the Mythara
game, as with all sports that involve physical contact,
can be, especially if not played properly. Any and all
activities, ideas, and
rules included in this
book are solely
that of
MythrilWerks
LLC and you are
under no
obligation to
believe in
them or what
they may or
may not stand
for. However, if
attending a
Mythara event
you are required
to play by the rules. A waiver of liability may be
required by your gaming group and what your
participation requires can be found in this book.
MythrilWerksLLC is not responsible for the actions
of others. You play at your own risk. Remember, this
is a game for fun. Thank you and please be safe.
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How to play
Mythara is a fantasy based Live Action
Role-playing Game (also known as
LARP). LARPing is similar to acting,
except there is no script or directive
given.
You are a Player Character or PC
and dictate your own actions by
interacting with other players, the
environment and the storyline.
At Mythara, you're always encouraged
to immerse yourself into the game. The
more active and involved players are, the
more lively and exciting the game
becomes.

Vocabulary /Terms to
Know
Game Master or GM oversees the
game and has the final decision on game
scheduling, rulings disputes and
anything in between.
Assisting the GM are Staff members
who are tasked with specific aspects of
the game, such as game rules and player
relations.
All players should task themselves with
knowing and/or acquainting themselves
with the GM and Staff at each event.
They are the source for any questions,
concerns and disputes that may come up
in the game.

Storytellers are NPC’s that help run
quests for players. Sometimes players
will be joining forces, and at other times
will be parting ways to join their specific
party, or group. Upon joining their
specific group, Quest Runners then run
quests for that group. They also help
with communication.

Non-Player Characters or NPCs

As you attend events, you will earn coin,
equipment and more that will further
your characters career.
The more events you attend, the more
powerful and influential your character
becomes.

are players representing anything from
town guards to lurking monsters to
locked doors. They are a primary source
of PC interaction and contribute to
running the game alongside Quest
Runners.

In-Game: While attending Mythara
events, players are encouraged to stay
In-Game as much as possible. This
means actively role-playing your PC
with other PCs and NPCs.
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While In-Game remember to refrain
from using items not part of the game
such as phones, cars and other electronic
devices. Unless otherwise noted, all
players are considered In-Game at all
times.

Out of Game: Players who are no
longer role-playing their PCs must
remove themselves from the game. To
symbolize you have gone Out of Game,
place your hand over your head so others
around you are aware.
Please remember that if you go Out of
Game for any reason to be courteous to
other players and not disrupt their InGame experience.

NPC Camp is a designated building
or area referred to as NPC camp. NPC
camp is primarily for Quest Runners and
NPCs but is a designated Out of Game
zone that players can use to ask
questions or discuss in game topics.
All Item Cards and coin that reside
within NPC Camp are also out of game.
If a player is caught stealing from NPC
Camp, it is considered cheating within
the boundaries of the game.

Medic: In the event that you or another
player has been injured, yell “Medic”
immediately. The “Medic” call
immediately issues a Game Stop. As
with Game Stop, it is critical players
remain calm and attentive.
When the Medic call has been resolved,
a "Game On" call will alert players the
Medic call has been resolved.

Check-In is a designated time before
each event. During this time, players
submit their character sheets for
approval, make sure any waivers or
outstanding issues are resolved and may
take the time to possibly craft, buy or
sell items.
Players who need to Check-In after the
designated time must wait until the
Game Master and any check in assistants
can set aside time to do so. Players who
have not checked in may not participate
in the game until they have done so.

Check Out requirements must be done

progress. Whenever you or another
player hears the words "Game Stop",
immediately stop what you are doing
and stand at attention.

before leaving an event. Usually this
involves mainly telling staff that you are
leaving but if staying for an event
players may be asked to make sure any
outstanding issues are resolved and help
assist cleaning up.

Game Stop is only called during unsafe
situations or rules clarifications that need
to be immediately addressed. Players
must remain calm and attentive.

Often times Check Out sheets are made
for players to express what they liked or
disliked about the event, as well as what
they would like to see in future events.

When a Game Stop is resolved, the
player who called Game Stop must call
Game On to alert players the Game Stop

Players can also take the opportunity to
discuss what their characters are doing in
between events.

Game Stop is used to stop the game in
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has been resolved. Game Stops should
be kept to a minimum not for trivial
matters.
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Day Reference: Friday is referred
to as the day of gathering, Saturday is
referred to as the day of conflict, and
Sunday is referred to as the day of
resolve. Each month is referred to as a
moon.

Using an Item:
Item: Using any item first
and foremost requires its item card and if
required physical representation be in
either hand of the player when used.
Furthermore, all item cards used should
be given to your quest runner
immediately after each combat when
appropriate for that quest runner to
collect them, such as after each combat
scene has ended.

Terms of play
Mythara rules must be abided by at all
times. Furthermore, all local, state and
national laws must also be followed.
Regardless of why, all rules in this book
must be followed if attending a
recognized Event.

Cheating
Players who are caught cheating will be
suspended or banned from attending all
Mythara events.

Stealing
Stealing is not permitted at any Mythara
event. Players should be aware however
that stealing In Game items such as coin
or items cards is permitted while within
line of sight.

If a player is uncertain if stealing
something constitutes breaking Mythara
rules they should clarify with a Game
Master or Staff before stealing anything
in question.
Players whom are caught stealing out of
game items with intent will be banned
from attending all Mythara events. We
recommend players mark their purses
and bags with personal belongings with
an Out-Of-Game Sign.

Searching
Although not all players have keen
senses, all can search one another
person’s while unconscious or willing.
When wanting to search a player, they
must have a physical representation of
their items you are taking as non
represented items cannot be used or
taken in play. Items never leave the
owners current adventuring area.

The Honor System
Mythara uses a code of honor system.
This means that the players are expected
to abide and uphold all Mythara rules
and policies.
Please remember that uncertainty or
Ignorance to any rules, Event policies, or
codes of conduct does not excuse players
from abiding by the honor system. You
are expected to hold yourself and other
players accountable to the honor system.
If you feel you have been cheated by
another player or even an NPC
character, confront them about your
concerns and try to resolve the issue.
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Make sure you take these discussions
Out of Game for the consideration of
other players.
If the matter remains unresolved or leads
to further confrontation, contact the
Game Master or staff and have them
help resolve the issue. Remember that
players always have the right to request
any NPC, Quest Runner or any Game
Staff for any In Game disputes and/or
confrontations.

Important Safety
Information
While Mythara promotes a fun
environment, please be aware that safety
is paramount. As previously stated,
players are expected to follow all
country, state, county and local laws and
ordinances in addition to the Mythara
rules. The following are things players
should and should not do at a Mythara
event
No use of real weapons, shields
or otherwise dangerous objects.
Armor is permitted as long it
contains no sharp points or
protrusions.
No verbal or physical abuse. Any
actual fighting is not tolerated.
No excessive foul language.
Check your surroundings. While
in combat, make sure to avoid
fighting near things like fires and
other hazards.
Watch your swings. If you or
another player feels the other is
hitting too hard call out and say
"Proximity" to let them know.
Acknowledge combat etiquette.
Make sure to let other players
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know you have received their
Incants by saying things like
“UGH!” or acting hurt.

How to Fight
Mythara is a contact sport. There will be
physical contact with one another. The
contact is usually mild to moderate.

Obtaining a Weapon
Weapons at Mythara are not real; we do
not use any type of metal or potentially
sharp or harmful material in our
weapons. To maintain some sort of
realism, we use latex weapons, also
known as Physical Representations
(Phys-Reps for short).
In order to fight one another, you must
first obtain a weapon. We recommend
only products approved or made by
mythrilwerks. See Mytharagame.com for
more information. Only weapons
approved by an appointed weapons
certifier may be used.
At your first event, you may borrow one
from NPC Camp if available. You can
even ask fellow Mythara members to
make one.
The base of melee weapons should be
fiberglass cores as they are permitted to
be used. All other cores, such as metal,
rattan, or bamboo, are not permitted to
be used.
It should be noted that some ultra light
weapons and ultra light cores can be
extremely dangerous, and may be
disqualified from use if deemed so.
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Players found using these weapons
without approval will be penalized, and
at worst, suspended from play.
Latex weapons are allowed as long as a
Safety Staff Member approves the
weapon.
Arrows can only be used if they are
made with latex knocks fletching. The
shaft should be made of fiberglass and
the end should be sufficiently padded.
Most recognized Eventss require
professionally made arrows. Each
weapon has a required length aas shown
in the weapon statistics chart in this
book.
All shields must be Foam Latex.
The shaft of a weapon or blade of a
sword should be no larger than 6 inches
on any side, and the head of a headed
weapon should be no larger than 2 feet
on any side and no smaller
ller than 4 inches
on any side.
The exception to this rule is for axes,
which must be approved by Safety Staff
or Game Master. Some Event
Events may
allow greater sizes for weapon blade
thickness based on the design of the
latex weapon.

life permits. Incants
ants are explained in the
Incant Chart found later in this section.
All players must become certified in
using weapons. It is the players’
responsibility to make sure they
immediately find the team running the
game when arriving to an event before it
begins.
To become certified simply tell a safety
team member you would like to become
approved. They will make sure you
understand how to properly use the
weapon on the field though it is the
players’ responsibility to always
continue to use the weapon safely.
While fighting, you must call out
ou and
say your Incant every time you swing,
toss, or fire your weapon. This is so that
the recipient can fully understand what
he has been hit with.
When swinging a melee weapon,
weapon you
should be only swinging in a safe and
courteous manner in a chopping motion.
You should at least be swinging 90
degrees,, and with enough force to where
the player knows they were struck; this
is known as a True Strike.

Taking and Dealing
“Damage”
“Damage”
In order to participate at Mythara
Mythara, you
must understand all Incantss and how
they affect your character. An Incant is a
special keyword the player uses to let
other players know he is doing
something more extraordinary than real

©
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Players must have at least 1 second
between each strike to help symboli
symbolize
realism and keep safety intact. In
In-game,
your weapon is real, heavier, and
dangerous to wield.
When
hen determining what a True Strike is,
your character takes no damage if the
weapon striking you is “blocked
blocked”, not
just touched or completely blocked, but
actually defended with your weapon
before it hits you.
A glancing of the weapon is not a
sufficient block. The same goes for any
other physical representation used to
block
ock damage, including shields.
For safety reasons, bows and all other
ranged weapons cannot be used to block
with.
Illegal areas of the body to hit include
the head, hands, and groin area
areas.
Grabbing
rabbing of a person, their clothing,
weapon, or shield,, and the tying up of
physical representations, including
“hooking” a player, or any of his
belongings, is not legal.

If you are wielding two weapons
simultaneously, the player may wield
any two weapons permitted they are
never two long length weapons or longer
due to game safety.
The advantage of wielding two weapons
is not to strike twice, but to fake
opponents with one weapon and strike
with the other and also for more efficient
blocking.

Players may not throw any weapon that
has a core unless specially approved.
Players may not thrust with any weapon
due to obvious safety reasons.
If a player’s physical representation
resentation of a
weapon breaks out of game, their in
ingame weapon breaks as well. Broken
weapons cannot be used to fight with.
Latex Foam shields may be used to
attack with permitted the weapon and
player passes a certification using iit
properly.
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By default, all battle traps are explained
as a physical representation that injures
you when you do something such as
stepping on it unless resisted.
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During battle, a player may use and
activate the trap, meaning it is triggered
each time it tripped during the entire
battle.

immediately puts his arms crossed over
his head, states “dead” and leaves the
current battle area as fast as possible. He
can’t communicate with other players.

Only a player with the trapping skill
knows how to properly handle traps and
can freely move them. All battle traps
deal the “Freeze” Incant.

When a player dies his character and all
belongings turn invisible and all active
skill and battle incant effects are
removed from the character.

See the equipment section of the player’s
handbook on how to obtain battle traps
for your character.

A dead player must walk to a light circle
for revitalization after paying death’s
toll, explained below.

Damage and Death

Death’s Toll

When a target is struck by an Incant he
is affected by the incant as described in
the Incants section. Most incants deal
“Damage” to a target.

Any and all player characters that are
killed by another player receive coin
from the player character after the
current encounter resolves.

This damage is subtracted from a players
hit points. A target dies if his hit points
ever drop to 0.

If killed by a trap, hazard, or skill
obstacle you must give your coin to the
NPC running the quest; this lost coin
will be included in the end treasure
horde of the quest as additional treasure
if successfully completed.

Incants that do not deal damage to a
player must be resisted or the player
must do as the incant instructs them to.
A Resist Incant can be used at any time
to negate any Incant that you are struck
by.
While a player uses a resist, they must
stop motion while stating the resist
incant. Players negate any and all
Incants they were just hit by and are
currently taking while saying the incant.

A player’s proficiency determines how
much coin they lose, shown on the chart.
If a player does not have enough coin
with them to pay the death toll they must
NPC for the day event until someone
pays the death toll for them.

Toll by Proficiency
Proficiency

Coin

1

60

If struck by multiple sources at once, the
player chooses the one he wishes to be
affected by and ignores the others.

2

125

3

250

4

500

If your character dies it is important for
the games integrity that the player

5

1000

6

2000
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Power Circles
Any town or settlement that the Event is
being played at must have at least one
Light and one Dark Circle.
Power Circles can’t move in game and
should only be moved by staff if
necessary. Power circles may have no
larger than a 5 foot radius.
Power circles can in no way shape or
form be altered, obstructed, or destroyed.
The amount of circles in a town is 1 of
each for every 10 total attending players
and should be placed at the closest and
throughout the different busy areas of
the player settlement or town.
Power circles are also placed outside the
entrance of or even throughout each
main dungeon and town guard hall.

Circles of Protection
A circle of protection requires the user
of the incant to be inside a Light Circle.
The user of the circle of protection
cannot use any other incants or skill
actions while the circle is active.
While within this circle, no player may
enter unless inside while the incant was
used. Offensive actions cannot be taken
while within a circle of protection. If a
player does take an offensive action they
must leave the circle when doing so.

Opening Portals
Portals are magical gateways that lead to
specific destinations. The Incant Open
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Portal requires the player touch a Dark
Circle. When using the incant open
portal the destination must also have a
Dark Circle.
Light Circles: Light Circles are used for
a circle of protection incant.
Dark Circles: Dark Circles are used for
the Incant Open Portal.

Orientation
Some characters have orientations to
specific types of incants.
Magic/Element and Undead oriented
creatures cannot resist the “Magic”
incant.
Edge oriented creatures are immune to
the “Edge” incant and cannot resist the
“Blunt” Incant. Blunt oriented creatures
are immune to the “Blunt” incant and
cannot resist the “Edge” Incant.
All Undead oriented players are magic
oriented in addition to gaining immunity
to the Incants Poison, Fear, Provoke,
Charm, and Death.
An undead player is affected by the
Incants Heal and Magic, regardless of
immunities.
Undead players treat the Incants heal as
the Slay description and Drain as the
heal description.

Player Buffs
Players can be temporarily imbued, or
“buffed”, with a series of incants that
can help them. No matter the
circumstance, only one instance of each

©Copyright MythrilWerks LLC

incant of any “Buff” to your character
may be active at one time.

Item Bonuses

their arms when able to do so. See the
Flying Incant.
While Burrowed,
owed, a character takes no
effect from all Incantss from nonnon
burrowed characters.

Players may have up to three in any
combination of Items, Relics, or Magic
Items active or used for an entire quest
or scene. These include bonuses granted
by weapons, armor, and all other items.

Players who are burrowing must
physically represent they are doing so by
moving their arms as though
ough they are
swimming forward.

Players can only use the bonuses of
these items if their proficiency level
meets or exceeds the items level and
must either be wearing or wielding the
items to receive the benefit.

A burrowed player cannot be attacked
and can take no other actions while
burrowed; however, if two or more
characters are burrowing they may freely
attack each other. See the Burrowing
Incant.

Flying and Burrowing
Some creatures or players have the
natural or ability to fly or burrow.

Weapons Statistics
The size of a weapon is determined by
the weapons length Found on the
weapon chart, which
ich must remain within
its minimum and maximum boundaries.
Some weapons have requirements while
wielding them. This will be indicated in
the notes field for the listed weapon in
the weapon chart.
A weapons base Incant can be defined as
the weapons damagee that the character
calls out loud with each strike when not
using skills to use other incants. Base
Incants do not require the expenditure of
any skills or abilities.

While flying, a character takes
kes no effect
from all melee Incants from non
non-flying
characters. Ranged attacks still affect
flying characters.

Bladed weapons incant “Edge” freely.
Bludgeoning weapons incant “Blunt”
freely.

Players who are flying must physically
represent they are doing so by flapping

©
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Incants from all ranged weapons
accounts for any ammunition fired from
the weapon. The ranged weapon
determines the Incant.
For ammunition with ranged weapons,
the player does not need to actually buy
the ammunition in-game.
game. There is no
limit to thee amount of ammunition a
player can carry. Magicite ammunition is
usually in the form of pressurized yellow
leather balls.

Weapons long length or longer being
wielded with two hands may, by player
choice, Incant "Might" freely and deal
double damage.

Magicite weapons incant “Magic”
freely. All Magicite weapons are ranged
weapons. Magicite Weapons can be
represented in many different forms such
as gloves or jewelry.
Any and all Magicite weapon incants are
considered spells and count even if
blocked. Treat this as if the player has
been struck by the bash incant as well,
though the player is only struck once for
the incant called.
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It is considered that ammunition is freely
used on the field and that others can also
pick them up and use ammunition if they
have a ranged weapon that corresponds
to the ammunition used.

Shields are listed as having a minimum
and maximum size, which must remain
within the listed values
lues on the face of the
shield.
Some Eventss may allow a ‘square inch’
rule to allow for irregularly shaped
sh
shields. Shields can be no larger than 5
inches in thickness on any portion of the
shield, with the exception of the grip arm
strap area.

©
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Breaking Items

Every Item has an amount of Force it
takes to break. This value is equal to 3
times the levell the material used to make
the item.
For example, a level 2 Item takes 6
Force to break. The player may use their
Force incant in order to break the item.
If breaking an item you must have the
item in your possession.

Weapons and
“Battle” Incants
Every player has the ability to wield any
weapon. Battle incants can be delivered
through any means the player has
including extremities and other traits.
Depending on a players’ chosen class
he receives access
cess to specific battle
incants as he increases in pr
proficiency.

©
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Weapon

Min.
Length

Max.
Length

Extra Traits/Notes

Bastard Weapon

50"

69"

1 or 2 Handed

Hand Weapon

11"

18"

1 Handed, Light

Great Weapon

70"

79"

2 Handed

Bow

---

---

Pierce Incant with bow at will,
2 handed

Long Weapon

37"

49"

1 or 2 handed

Orb Weapon

---

---

1 Handed, Light Weapon

Pole-Arm Weapon

80"

ANY

2 handed

Short Weapon

19"

36"

1 handed, Light

Staff/Spear

70"

79"

2 handed, Light

Throwing Weapon

3"

6”

1 handed, Light

Buckler

Length
10-13’’

Width
10-13’’

1 handed, Light

Small Shield

Length
13-24’’

Width
13-18’’

1 handed, Max Round: 21”

Large Shield

Length
25-32’’

Width
19-25’’

1 handed, Max Round: 28”
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Battle Incant Effect
Blunt/Edge
Blunt/Edge

The Incant(s) listed are base weapon incants and have no
limitation to the amount of times they can be used in a
single combat.

Bash

If the player is wielding a two handed weapon with two
hands or a headed weapon such as a hammer or axe, as
long as the weapon is not a “light” weapon, he may use a
single use of the bash incant instead of the might incant
when
when an ability point is expended.
If struck by Bash the target
target counts the strike even if
blocked. Players with one handed weapons do not deal
double damage, only two handed nonnon-light weapons
retain this bonus as normal.

Burrow/Emerge

Player can simply Say the Incant “Burrow
“Burrow”
Burrow” and is
underground. Players can see the player as they move
under the Earth but the burrowed player cannot be
affected by incants other than the incant Unearth.
Players may say the incant “Emerge” when they wish and
and be
back on level ground.
Burrowed players must put their arms crossed above
their head to symbolize they are burrowed; GM
discretion on how often. While you are burrowed other
other
burrowed players can target you normally.

Charm/ Dominate

These incants do not deal damage. The Target of the
using player becomes an ally of the player and must
defend them with their life and obey their commands.
Charm lasts until the end of a quest or scene between
players unless otherwise stated such as with Dominate.
Dominate
Dominate is only lifted if the targets proficiency ever
exceeds yours or if the player is harmed by you or your
allies.
allies. A player can’t be forced to self terminate by
means of charm or dominate. Some charms and
dominates are creature specific.

©
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Drain

If the player
player strikes the target with the Drain Incant the
target loses the hit points stated. Furthermore, the
using player heals Hit points equal to the damage dealt,
regardless of the targets resist or immune incants.

Fear

These incants do not deal damage. The Fear
Fear Incant
attacks the targets mind, making them fearful of your
very presence. Target can’t strike you until they attack
other opponents 3 times, lasts until end of battle.
If not with allies, the enemy must remain 10 feet away
while within line of sight. It should be noted that a
player character normally feels fear and is therefore
permanently affected by this incant if trying to go into a
quest location that is of a higher proficiency than their
own listed proficiency rating.

Fly/Jump/
Fly/Jump/Land
Jump/Land

Player can simply Say the Incant “Fly” and is in the air.
Players can see the player as they move but cannot be
affected by melee attacks while in flight. Player may say
“Land” when they wish and be back on level ground.
Flying players must flap their arms to symbolize
symbolize they are
flying,
flying, GM discretion on how often. Other players that
incant Fly while you have incanted Fly can target you
normally.
A player who uses Jump may strike a flying target as if the
player were flying too but must land freely after 3
weapon strikes
strikes that must be used within 10 seconds of
jumping.

Freeze

18

These incants do not deal damage. If the target is struck
his legs become frozen and paralyzed in place. While
affected,
affected, a player can’t move their feet in any way. This
effect is removed at the end of combat.

©
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Ground/Unearth
Ground/Unearth

These incants do not deal damage. The Ground incant
forces a Flying or mid air target to incant “Land”
Immediately. The Unearth incant forces a Burrowed
target to incant “Emerge”
“Emerge” Immediately.

Heal

The targets hit points
points are completely restored and
negative effects are lifted such as poison, charm,
provoke, stun, and freeze.
Players may not use this incant on themselves unless out
of combat. A charmed player must try to resist heal
incants from “enemy” party members as they do not want
the effect lifted.
lifted.

Magic

Oriented players can’t resist damage from this incant.

Might

Might allows a player to strike harder with shorter and
even light weapons. The damage is converted to “Might”
damage regardless of what you’re wielding.
wielding.
Furthermore, if not using a light weapon, The player
swings for damage as if he was wielding a two handed
weapon,
weapon, also dealing double damage.
A player may exchange a use of might for a single strike
use of bash if he is wielding a nonnon-light two handed
weapon or headed weapon. See the bash Incant
description.
Players wielding a bow with two hands may echange a use
of might for a single
single slay use. See the Sl
Slay Incant.
Incant.

©
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Pierce/Lightning
Pierce/Lightning

These incants ignore armor Points. If using a bow the
Pierce incant listed is a base incant and has no
limitation to the amount of times it can be used in a
single combat.
If wielding
wielding a bow with two hands you may exchange a
class granted use of pierce for a Slay Incant.
Lightning has the same effect as pierce but is a spell
incant.

Poison

Any poison Incant makes its target feel worse than sick.
The target may only use damage numbered
numbered battle incants
and the incants immune and resist for the duration of
combat. The player may not speak clear words other
than these incants and should act as if his throat is
burning and being choked constantly while not actively
incanting. This effect
effect is removed at the end of combat
or scene.
scene.
Caution: If you are actually choking you should
approach everyone in SEVERE URGENCY for help
immediately as you normally would in any situation.

Provoke

These incants do not deal damage. The target is
mentally enraged at the using player. Target must start
attacking Player until (and when) another target
presents clear opposition (Non(Non-teammate).
The target
target must attack you 3 times, regardless of if the
strikes are defended or not. This effect lasts until end
of battle. The target must remain within 10 feet while
within line of sight.

Resist/Immune

Player takes no damage from previous incants; The
player must use this immediately after being struck and
towards an applicable incant.
incant.
If a player is immune to an Incant
Incant they must say “Immune”
after being struck.
struck. While saying any Resist ignore any
other Incants being received.
Resists may be specific to the type of incant or weapon
used.
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Slay/Death

If struck by slay the
the targets hit points are dropped to 0.
Slay can specific to weapons wielded, orientation,
orientation,
creature type, or situation, and the player must be
certain he can use the incant, meaning he may be required
to identify the target first.
For example, “Back
“Back Slay”
Slay” Must be dealt from behind the
target,
target, though the player only states “Slay” as the
condition to use the incant is fulfilled.
fulfilled.
A player may exchange a class granted use of the Pierce
or Might Incants for a Slay Incant if they are wielding a
bow that requires two hands.
hands. Death is a spell and has
the same effect
effect as slay.

Stun/Sleep/Knock
Stun/Sleep/Knock Out

These incants do not deal damage. The target falls
asleep and does his best to role play sleeping; During
combat, a player is too aware and instead becomes
drowsy and dizzy, causing him to role play a staggering
stance standing
standing upright and defenseless with your arms
at your sides.
sides. Any other battle incant will wake the
target.
Sleep is a spell incant. Knock out must
must be dealt from
behind a target not during combat. Furthermore, if the
target is wearing a helmet that is not Magicite
Magicite armor
they are immune to Knock Out.
A players Incants “Knock out X”, Where X is equal to your
proficiency.. If your proficiency is equal to or greater
proficiency
than the targets, the target is knocked unconscious and
cannot resist the incant;
incant; otherwise the target
target is not put
to sleep.

©
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Other Incants

Effect

Circle of Protection

This incant requires the player to touch a Light circle
while being inside it and use the Heal incant.
incant. The player
cannot participate in combat. Nothing can be passed
through the circle barrier while active unless a player
chooses to freely leave the circle. This effect ends when
the player uses another incant or steps
steps outside of the
barrier.

Detect Magic

effects
ts
While on a quest this Incant is used to negate the effec
of an adventuring hazard before they are sprung. Player
Incants “Detect
“Detect Magic X”, where X is their proficiency.
proficiency. You
can’t use this incant during combat. The player must be
able to see the target and be within line of sight. If
successful, the player ide
identifies
dentifies any and all magical
properties of an item or player.
The player is successful if his proficiency is equal to or
greater than the proficiency of the target or level of the
item. Targets do not know the player tried to detect
magic on them. Furthermore,
Furthermore, when successful on a player,
you discover that player’s orientation whether
elemental, physical, or undead, as well as the specific
properties of any magical auras and magic items the
player possesses that are of a level that is equal to or
lower than your proficiency.

Disarm Trap
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A player may use his trapping skill while on a quest to
disarm adventuring traps by spending an ability point.
Player Incants “Disarm
“Disarm Trap X”, where X is their
proficiency.
proficiency. Disarming Traps can’t be done during
combat. A player
player may have an amount of “Battle Traps” on
the field at one time equal to their proficiency as long as
the player has the Trapping Skill.

©
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Examine

The Examine incant can be used for several rolerole-play
actions that must be done outside of combat. Player
Incants
Incants “Examine
“Examine X”, where X is their proficiency. If used
on an item or object, such as a trap, the player
automatically understands what it is, how it works, and
what it does with the exception of any magical properties
properties
on the item or object.
This skill does
does not give the player the ability to force
open doors or disarm traps, as those are separate
Incants. Examine can also be used to track others, or
determine what happened at the scene of a crime or other
such incident.

Force

Incant used for measuring strength
strength with other targets.
targets.
Also breaking doors, lifting objects, bending bars on
quests, and anything that pertains to moving or forcing
anything with physical strength or when your game
master allows it, such as when running or attempting to
bust open a barred
barred door. Player Incants “Force X”,
X”, where X
is their proficiency.
Unless carrying unconscious bodies, players may not use
Force in combat. For example, carrying another player
requires 1 strength, unless contested, and allows them
to get off the ground if unconscious and move with,
acting as if being carried and keeping their hand on your
shoulder.

Influence

This incant can be used before combat would ensue with
an intelligent creature(s) NPC’(s) while on an adventure.
Spending an ability point, the Player
Player Incants “Influence
“Influence X”,
where X is their proficiency.
proficiency.
You can’t use this incant during combat. If your
characters proficiency is equal to or greater than the
NPC’s proficiency, the party does not have to fight the
creatures for the current combat but requires
requires the player
use words of intimidation, persuasion, or even deception,
causing the creatures
creatures to flee or allow passage.
However, the player must spend an influence use for each
target of the encounter. If the target is a player
character, the player may challenge your influence in
politics and debates, requiring no uses of this skill
expended and only for rolerole-play purposes. The player
with the higher proficiency wins over every person
listening closely to the conversation.

©
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Lore:
Lore: History, Magic

Incant which allows the player to ask any NPC any
question with a yes or no answer that must pertain to
general knowledge of the world of Mythara. A player may
ask a number of questions equal to their proficiency
when using their ability point.
The target must give
give them a truthful answer as lore is a
measure of a player’s research and wisdom through study
and experience. This incant must be used outside of
combat. The two types of lore are History and Magic.
This Incant can only be used if relative to the type of
lore being used. For example, Magic lore can be used
towards anything magical in Mythara, including
creatures and items. Historic lore can tell multiple long
well known facts of an identified item, area, or even an
adventuring tomb or town.

Open Portal

A player may only activate a portal once until rested
unless returning to the town of your home Event.
Event. Only
players trained in the skill Detect Magic can open
portals.
This incant requires the player be touching a Dark circle
initially. Upon using this incant
incant the player removes his
hand from the circle and then raises it above his waist
which opens a portal that will take any player who steps
into the circle to any other magic
magic circle the user
specified.
it,,
The portal only remains open until you walk through it
use another incant, or lower your hand stopping
concentration. A Magic Portal provides a one way trip.
trip.

Pick Lock
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Incant used to freely unlock a locked door. A player
must be wielding a lock picking set in both hands to use
this incant. Player Incants “P
“Pick Lock X”, where X is their
proficiency.
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Search

Incant used for measuring a player’s perception while on
a quest. Player Incants “Search X”, where X is their
proficiency. This helps a player identify any physical
traps, secret doors, adventuring hazards,
hazards, hidden or
concealed objects, and anything else the eye wouldn’t
normally
normally catch without a closer look.
However, search is only used to see these hidden objects,
not to identify their use or function. Certain magic traps
may be spotted by a search call but
but requires an Identify
incant to determine what needs to be done to disarm the
trap, and magic traps require a successful detect magic
incant.

Stealth

The player may use stealth at any time while not in combat
and no player is currently wielding a weapon towards
you. Player Incants “Stealth X”, where X is their
proficiency.
proficiency. Simply take the outout-ofof-game action while in
stealth and nobody can see you unless you tried to use it
while they were looking at you. You must symbolize you
are out of game. Furthermore,
Furthermore, you cannot take any
actions while Stealth is active or the incant is
immediately nullified.
nullified.
This effect lasts
lasts during combat as long all targets
targets did
not see you when you went into stealth. Outside of
combat players see you if they are trained in search and
your proficiency is less than theirs.

Survival

This incant can be used before combat would ensue with
an unintelligent creature(s) that are of the wild While
on an adventure. This includes animals,
animals, beasts, or plant
creatures of any kind. Player Incants “Survival
“Survival X”, where X
is their proficiency.
proficiency.
You can’t use this incant during combat. If your
characters proficiency is equal to or greater than the
NPC’s proficiency, the party does not have to fight
fight the
creatures for the current combat but requires the player
use actions and words of intimidation, persuasion, or
even deception, causing the creatures
creatures to flee or allow
passage.
However, the player must spend an ability point for each
target of the encounter.
encounter. Survival can also be used for
any rolerole-play actions in the wilderness a game master
would deem necessary for the quest. For example, a
player may be asked to use survival to forage for a
hungry party as a skill obstacle while on an adventure.

©
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rea ing a
harac er
In order to play the Mythara game
system you must become a character.
Included in this book are stat cards for
the Eridian, Human Race, and the
Warrior Class.
The world of Mythara is large and vast
and is known to be home to many
creatures of fantasy and folklore.
Players may expand their selection of
characters with the official Mythara
Core Players Handbook and any other
official Mythara book releases, sold
separately.
The three pinnacles of character creation
are your chosen Race, Class, and Role.
The Race of your character is the type of
species you want your character to look
like, such as a Human, Elf, or Dwarf.
A characters Class determines which
skills he will have and which incants he
will be using. Skills and progression are
pre-determined based on your player
level.
The Role is the type of job, or rather a
path or daily routine that you have
chosen for your character, such as a
Politician or Warlord. This is chosen
later in a player’s career, at proficiency
5.
Players also choose any one profession
they wish for their character to have. A
characters profession determines the
type of items he can craft.
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Writing Character
Histories
Characters come from far and wide, so
it’s important to make a character history
about yours. We encourage everyone to
write a history about their character so
that NPC camp and your fellow players
may better understand you.
The history should mainly include your
characters goals in his career. When
making a character history, please be
aware that he has limitations.
Some of the rules listed below are only
applicable if a government based
campaign setting is used for the Event
you are attending. The limitations are
listed as follows:
You were not born of noble blood unless
you choose the politician Roll to discover
so. You are never born of royal blood.
You have never met a person of royalty
status
You did not get any type of special item or
treasure from your character history that
will initially or later enhance your
character.
You are not the last of your race
You are not the sole hope of your race
You do not personally know any already
established characters and are not related
to them.
You do not know a dragon.
Only a Draconic may have Dragon-like
bloodlines.

Playing Multiple
Characters
Characters
If you want to play multiple characters,
it is important to remember that you
must stay as one character for an entire
event. This includes NPC’s you may
have acquired with your character such
as through taming an animal. No matter
the circumstance, the player can only
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represent one character/monster/animal
while playing.

Life,
Life, Meetings and
Marriage

career is important and should be sought
out at all times.

Attending an Event
Events everywhere can be ran right out
of your own chosen location for your
own private group. Instructions on how
to do so aree included in the Official
Game Masters Guide, (sold separately).
All players begin the game at level 1.
Your level is determined by your Game
Master and usually increases by 1 for
each one day of game play a player
attends.

The path you choose is your decision for
your character. Fighting, treasure and
glory is not the only thing to do at
Mythara. You can make weapons or
potions for your characters earnings or
discover ancient lands. Meeting other
people is very important, and is also
encouraged.

Location and time of events are posted
accordingly on your Event’s
’s website via
social media, and at mytharagame.com if
your Event is recognized. Visit the
website for any and all contact,
contact products,
and promotions.

Playing a NonNon-Player
Character

The organization can stay healthy by
doing role play and in-period
period things,
such as playing music, singing or
dancing inside thee local tavern.

Any player that attends a Mythara Event
can play a Non-Player
Player Character, or
NPC. However, The GM should
determine a reasonable amount of time
for players to NPC for the event.

Throughout your characters career
career,
he/she will meet or have already met
someone that they want to be more
involved with and eventually journey on
to retirement with.

As an NPC, you are required to help a
Quest Runner
unner as much as possible.
po
This
helps the game run more smoothly. The
GM and Event owner have the right to
deny a player to NPC at any time.

Marriage is a normal thing for one to do
of course, and gives the town pl
plenty of
celebration and morale. Your characters’

It is important to note that this is your
staff and as the people that run your
Event they are also given certain
responsibilities and are therefore also the

©
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chain of command behind the scenes.
More information on Quest Runners can
be found in the Game Master’s Guide.

Armor

Armor Areas and Body Parts
Choose One: Head, Neck
Choose Three: Chest, Abdomen,
Back, Left Shoulder/Upper Arm,
Right Shoulder/Upper Arm
Choose Two: Left Forearm/Hand,
Right Forearm/Hand
Choose Two: Left Thigh, Right
Thigh, Left Shin, Right Shin
If, and only if, a player is wearing armor
that completely covers all armor areas
and body parts, as deemed by your game
master, may he they earn bonus resist
incants, for wearing armor as shown on
the armor chart.

Players may not wear armor unless their
proficiency is equal to or greater than the
level of armor they are attempting to
wear. Players may only wear one layer
of armor.
There are four armor areas, each of
which must be covered in order for a
player to receive bonuses granted while
wearing the armor piece; head, torso,
arms, and legs. If a player wears head
armor he is also immune to the knock
out incant.
Each piece(s) of armor must cover an
amount of a person’s body parts in an
area, shown below in order for the player
to obtain bonuses from armor.

When choosing armor to wear, players
may wear many different types of armor,
ranging from real in period armor to
aluminum or light weight leather.
Magicite armor is usually represented by
a player’s costume.
Real armor is referred to as “Heavy”
Armor, whereas other less in-period
protective armor is referred to as “Light”
Armor.
For hard leather armor to be considered
Heavy Armor, the armor must be made
of at least 12 oz. leather. Metal plate is
considered Heavy Armor when made out
of at least 16 gauge steel.
For chainmail, the rings must be at least
16 gauge steel and 5/16” rings. If (L) is
in any of the armor types field in the
armor reference chart, this line applies to
Light Armor, not Heavy Armor.
Depending on the type of armor
equipped, the player receives armor
points shown on the armor type chart.
Armor points are subtracted before hit
points if you are dealt a damage incant.
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Unlike hit points, armor points can’t be
healed.
However, while resting, a player may
perform an “Armor Check” action on
any armor that is not natural armor or
Magicite armor. This requires the player
act as if he is “checking over” his armor
to move it back into proper place on his
body and look it over for any serious
damage.
Magicite armor points and Resists
granted from full coverage are restored
after completing a rest without checking
over armor.

Armor Type

Armor
Set

(L)Hard Leather

Head

1

(L)Hard Leather

Torso

2

(L)Hard Leather

Arms

1

(L)Hard Leather

Legs

1

1

Hard Leather

Head

2

Hard Leather

Torso

3

Hard Leather

Arms

2

Full
Cover
Resist

Hard Leather

Legs

2

2

(L) Chain

Head

2

(L) Chain

Torso

3

(L) Chain

Arms

2

Full
Cover
Resist

(L) Chain

Legs

2

2

Chain

Head

3

Chain

Torso

4

Chain

Arms

3

Full
Cover
Resist

Chain

Legs

3

3

(L) Plate

Head

2

(L) Plate

Torso

3

(L) Plate

Arms

2

Full
Cover
Resist

(L) Plate

Legs

2

2

Plate

Head

4

Plate

Torso

5

Plate

Arms

4

Full
Cover
Resist

Plate

Legs

4

3

Magicite

Head

1

Magicite

Torso

1

Magicite

Arms

1

Full
Cover
Resist

Magicite

Legs

1
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Points/
Resists

Full
Cover
Resist

0
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o ions
A character with alchemy can create
potions. Potion cards should be
immediately turned into your quest
runner as soon as they are used but after
an encounter.
Liquid potions are activated as soon as
the player drinks the potion and have an
added pierce effect; straight to the body.
Powder potions may be delivered
through use of Magicite ammunition
though no Magicite weapon is required
to be wielded to use the ammunition; the
player must physically open the potion
first, one at a time or 2 if using two
hands. As with all ranged attacks, this
attack is bashing.

Costume and Physical
Representations
Representations
Something important to pay attention to
during game play is what color
headbands a person may be wearing are.
Players are not permitted to wear these
headbands unless stated below.

White headbands must be worn the
entire time a person is not in-game.
Any person wearing an orange or
yellow headband should immediately be
asked “what do I see”. This means
simply that they are not what they look
like.

A player may instead use the powder in
advance on a weapon by placing the
item card in his ready pouch after use on
the designated weapon. The Incant
remains active until the weapon is used
and then the powder item card is given
to the quest runner when combat ceases.
The weapon deals the Incant granted on
the next strike used.

For example, Sabin, a player character,
is pulled for NPC duty in agreement, but
doesn’t want to put on makeup just to
take it off after he is finished. He puts on
an orange headband and goes out to a
random trail with his hand over his head.
Being sure there is no one around, he
quickly starts walking weird and
growling.

Please note that combining doses does
not increase the power of a potion; it
simply makes it so a container would
have an additional dose in the container.
A potions’ dose must consist of no less
than 2 ounces of substance.

A group of adventurers who notice his
headband and see he is walking on all
fours quickly ask him: “What do I see?”
Sabin replies, “A black bear” and goes
back to growling.
Events can freely determine if NPC’s
need to or should not wear make-up and
cosmetics to represent the creature they
are playing. It is much faster to disregard
make-up and cosmetics, though it does
take away from the role playing
experience. Those who are not Quest
Runners and are on NPC duty are
required to wear a headband, so players
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do not think they are still their character
if they later see them on the field.
no e on

es ing

Players may rest to acquire their skill
uses or incants back that specifically
require a rest. Resting normally requires
30 minutes of no in-game actions with
your character. If a player engages in
combat or uses any Skill, Incant, or any
other game action the rest is cancelled,
and the player must start over resting.
After resting, all positive and negative
effects (Negative effects determined by
the Player affected), including all
miscellaneous non-permanent effects,
are lifted from your character. Most
importantly, your characters’ ability
points or uses of skills and incants, any
injuries, lost hit points and armor points
are completely restored. Items receive
their uses back as well.

on ac ,
ools, and
iscellaneous

Go to www.mytharagame.com
www.mytharagame.com and
help power your game forward!
Mythara Website Features:
-Additional products with
character races, classes, roles, and
more!
-Community Forum
Forum Boards
-Portals to Individually Recognized
Event Sites.
We hope you enjoy the Mythara
Larp game system as much as we
do, and we thank you for your
support.
Sincerely,
-Marcus Krese and Mario Krese,
Krese,
Game Creators
Creators
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players to choose just about anything
available to their hearts content to role
play.
The Complete Players Expansion also
comes with additional classes and roles
for a selection unlike any other to player
characters. Be prepared to play the
character you want to play!

Viewing a Race of
Mythara
No race will list its’ current leader in its’
description, as the current leader of any
civilization may change over time.
The fields listed for each race are
explained below:

Before every player begins their
Mythara LARP experience, they must
choose a race.
A race is defined by their Appearance,
Homeland and behavior. How the
player chooses to build upon and role
play off these guidelines is entirely up to
the player. Deeper lore of the world and
other races is available in the many
Official Mythara Books, sold separately.
There are so many fantasy creatures to
choose from as a player character that it
would be impossible to list all of them in
this basic players guide.
Humans, Dwarves, Elves, Gnomes,
Half-Orcs, Halflings and Half-Elves are
the seven races included in the Core
Players Handbook. However, the
complete player expansion allows
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Race: The known name of the
race in the world of Mythara.
Appearance: The
physical characteristics of the
race, which should include any
and all visible racial
disadvantages as well. The player
must use cosmetic safe solid
color skin paint on all visible
skin to match the races skin
color. If the race has pointed
ears, tusks, a beard, or other
cosmetics they must be fulfilled
as well. Game Staff may nullify
your race bonuses if your
character is not properly
represented.
Homeland: This lists the
races homeland and its climate
conditions in the world of
Mythara. No race has a homeland
in Central Mythara as it has just
recently been discovered.
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Behavior: This lists the
general behavior of the race,
whether they are collective and
calm or hot tempered, and also
any relations, whether good or
bad, that they may have with
other races.
Playing a Fiendish:
Any race listed as Fiendish in
their name can be played by a
player character. They are
recognized as a sub-race of a
more intelligent nature. The
player is not a monster. These
races are Elemental, Gargoyle,
Insectoid, and Reptilian which
can be found in additional
content.
Races Info
When choosing a race be aware
that you receive special abilities
or skills based on which race
you’ve chosen to play. Below are
explanations of the different
things a race may grant a player.
The chart following shows races
and their bonuses granted when
chosen.
Immune: The race is immune to the
listed Incant.
Burrow/Emerge: Characters with
burrow may use burrow Incants by
spending an ability point. Each time
they are granted a use of Burrow,
they also receive a use of Emerge.
Fly/Land: Characters with Fly may
use Fly Incants by spending an
ability point. Each time they obtain
a use of Fly, they get a use of Land.
Jump: Jump has the same effect as
fly. Each time you obtain a use of
Jump, you receive a use of Land.
However, your character must land

within attempting 3 strikes on a
target or within 10 seconds.
Natural Armor: The player has a
natural armor hide. While not
wearing any armor other than
Magicite armor or Beast Hide, the
player receives armor point’s
equivalent to wearing (L) Leather
on his whole body (Does NOT grant
full or complete coverage bonus
resists). This hide may be upgraded.
Claws: The player begins the game
with two short length claws that are
a natural part of their body. Claws
may be upgraded. If the player
receives an option of “OR”, they
must choose their type of damage
between the two permanently when
the player creates the character.
Breath Weapon: The player begins
the game with Magicite weapon
racial equipment as a natural part of
their body. Breath weapons may be
upgraded.
Magic Extremity: Use the Magic
incant freely with extremities such
as breath weapon and claws.
Skill: The character is trained in the
listed skill(s) and can use the
incant(s) granted.
Incant: If the player is granted a
listed incant that is not a base
weapon incant such as Blunt or
Edge, the player receives the ability
to use the incant at any proficiency
unless restricted.
Water Breathing: The player can
breathe underwater indefinitely.
Transformations: Certain races or
roles may only retain bonuses while
transformed, such as the werewolf
race. This merely requires a player
change into or wear over their attire
an appropriate costume and/or
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cosmetics to represent the creature.
The player takes this action in-game
until fully transformed when your
costume is deemed sufficient by
your game master.
Element Oriented: The player
follows the usual rules for being
magic oriented. The player also
receives an immunity based on their
element orientation chosen at
character creation, shown below.
Air/
Thunder

Lightning

Fire

Pierce

Dark

Poison

Light

Sleep

Earth

Bash

Water/
Ice

Freeze

lasses

well? Or were you more interested in a
ranged spell caster? What if you prefer
not to fight, and want to go with a
support class?
Mythara offers a range of character
classes to ensure every player has a class
that they favor. Additional classes can be
found in the other official Mythara game
books.
The Core Player Handbook includes The
Cleric, Rogue, Warrior, and Wizard.

evels and
roficiency
As players increase in level, they
achieve power in several ways.
However, a characters proficiency is a
rating that is used to measure a players
overall power of many things, such as
skill incants, used on the field of play.
For example, a level 1 characters overall
proficiency is 1. Proficiency measures a
characters overall proficiency in all
skills he is trained to use, so as his
proficiency increases so does the
effectiveness or uses granted of most
abilities.
Depending on a player’s class level
shown below, he receives an overall
class proficiency rating.
Levels and Proficiency

Your Class is what you choose to help
determine what fighting and role playing
abilities your character has. Are you a
sword and board kind of fighter, needing
to take hits and also a few names as
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Level

Proficiency

1

1

2

2

4

3

8

4

16

5
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esis s, #i
oin s
and
amage
Depending on the players class they
receive an amount of hit points at
proficiency 1. Players earn an additional
amount of hit points each time they earn
a proficiency level. The amount of hit
points increased is also equal to their
starting hit points listed under their class.
Numbered Damage Incants require a
player states a numbered amount before
stating the incant. A players’ damage
with a weapon is equal to their
proficiency.
It should be noted that though the staff,
spear, and other such weapons are twohanded, they are not primarily wielded
by the hilt and are ineligible for the twohanded “might" bonus double damage
incant stated in the core rulebook.
At each even proficiency, a player also
receives a resist incant which returns
after resting.

$kills
Skill types are either Passive or Active.
If a skill is passive, you may freely use
the skill when a situation allows for it. If
the skill is active, you may only use the
effect by expending an ability point.
Trained skills are always equal in level
to your characters proficiency. See the
list of “Other Incants” in the core
rulebook for more information on
Incants granted from skills and how to
use them.
Below is a list of all the skills that a
player could possibly be trained in and if
the skill is passive or active. All

characters are trained in skills granted by
their race and class.
Skills and their Types

Skill

Type

Detect Magic

Passive

Examine

Passive

Force

Passive

Influence

Active

Knock Out

Active

Lore: History

Active

Lore: Magic

Active

Pick Lock

Passive

Search

Passive

Stealth

Active

Survival

Active

Trapping

Passive

If already trained in skills granted by
your race that a class would grant you,
instead you are trained in an additional
skill, as shown below. For example, a
Half-Orc recieves the skill Force. He
chooses the Warrior class, and is trained
in the skill Knock Out as well, as shown
below. Warriors also get Knock Out, so
he then instead recieves Trapping.
Additional
Additional Trained Skills

Trained Skill

Secondary

Detect Magic

Lore: Magic

Examine

Detect Magic

Force

Survival

Influence

Stealth

Knock Out

Trapping

Lore: History

Influence

Lore: Magic

Lore: History

Pick Lock

Force

Search

Examine

Stealth

Knock Out

Survival

Search

Trapping

Pick Lock
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&ncan s
The higher your character proficiency,
the more incants your character receives
to use. This is reflected through the
amount of Ability Points a player has to
use.
Players may use any incant they have
learned or acquired through race, class,
role, or other means by spending an
“Ability Point.”
A player receives Ability Points equal to
their proficiency. A player may rest to
restore all Ability Points. If a skill incant
is listed as “Passive”, the player does not
use an Ability Point when using the
incant.
More powerful Battle Incants are going
to be acquired as your characters
proficiency increases. See the class
section to see which incants a player
receives at which proficiency.
Battle Incants are either (L) For Limited,
allowing you to use the incant once
when using an Ability Point or (U) For
Unlimited, allowing you to use the
incant any amount of times during the
current battle scene when using an
Ability Point.
Some Incants are listed as “R” For
restricted. These incants are limited
firstly. Second they can only be used a
maximum amount of times in a single
combat.
The amount of times a restricted incant
can be used is equal to the players’ total
proficiency achieved beyond 3. For
example, if proficiency 4, they may use
their restricted Incant once each combat.

Some characters are trained in Incants
granted by their Race. However, they
also receive trained class Incants, listed
in the classes section.
If a character is already trained in an
Incant granted by their race that a class
would grant them, they instead are
trained in an additional Incant, as shown
below.
Additional Trained Incants

Incant

Secondary

Charm

Drain

Death

Charm

Drain

Death

Fear

Provoke

Freeze

Poison

Ground

Unearth

Heal

Lightning

Lightning

Heal

Might

Sleep

Pierce

Poison

Poison

Freeze

Provoke

Fear

Sleep

Might

Stun

Drain

Unearth

Ground

rofessions
Professions determine what kinds of
items the player can make. Refer to the
crafting section in this book for more
information.
Each player may only have one
profession and must choose Alchemy,
Blacksmithing, Building, Enchanting,
Leatherworking, or Woodworking.
Note that building is a profession used in
expanded material, and many more items
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are available for creation through
additional content.
To use a profession a player must have a
set of tools related to their profession,
listed in the equipment section.

harac er
oles
and
ole $kills
In the world of Mythara, players in one
way or another, end up taking a specific
specialized path. This is called a Role.
Some may be clever politicians, while
others great warlords or healers. Roles
are not obtained until a player reaches
proficiency 5.
All roles grant role skills that give them
unique and original abilities. These
abilities not only help harness skills and
Incants, but can also grant the player
skills that cannot be obtained otherwise.
Players can only ever have one Role per
character class.

Role Skills will increase as a players
proficiency increases , listed under each
role skills description.

If a roll skill is Restricted, the amount of
times a restricted skill can be used in a
single combat or instance detailed is
equal to the players’ total proficiency
achieved beyond 4.
Depending on which class or race you
choose, you now choose any role that
lists your chosen class,race, or any other
applicable listed requirement to take the
role. Additional content is available in
other Mythara books as well.
Any class from expansions is sometimes
displayed with a “Roles” field. The class
listed next to this field is one of the
classes listed from this Core Players
Handbook. The player treats their class
as the listed class under their listed
“Roles” field when choosing a role.

quipmen
& ems

and

The currency in game terms is called
coin. All players begin game play with
100 coin. For reference, a single copper
piece is worth 1 coin, 1 silver piece is
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worth 10 coin, 1 gold piece is worth 100
coin, and 1 Platinum piece is worth 1000
coin.
All items listed in the Core Players
Handbook may be purchased in-between
events.
If it is a players’ first event with their
character, they receive 100 coin and
spend their coin before their first event
on starting equipment. They receive a
50% discount after all items are selected.
Any remaining coin is theirs to keep and
take in-game with them.
Be known minted coin exists and know
the MythrilWerks official symbol. All
coins have the symbol raised on the back
of them and no coin is official Mythara
LARP coin without this symbol. See
Mytharagame.com for images of all
official minted coin.

urchasing
omes ica ed

nimals

Animals come in many different types.
Any domesticated animal purchased can
only be used for purposes of food or
travel unless the owner has acquired the
necessary skill to tame the animal.
Animals purchased in this way cost 200
coin for a level 1 animal. Animals have
no real other value as most acquired are
only used for means of livestock and
transportation unless you can tame the
animal through a role skill.

Crafting Items
Items in the game are categorized based
on a given profession. For example, if
you have a character with a chosen
profession of Blacksmithing, you can
work with and craft all metal type items.
Your Crafting level is equal to your
proficiency. This is the highest level of
item you can craft.
& em rea ion and
epair
for
ll rofessions

When viewing an item you wish to craft,
the crafting skill you are using must be
listed in the “professions” field to the
right of item that is being created on any
item chart.

Some Events allow players to carry as
many items as they wish as long as they
have the Item Card. Many Events give
an in-game reason as to how this is
possible, such as the magical “shrinking”
of items while they are carried in a
pouch or bag.
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As long as your character has the skill
listed in the items professions field, he
can begin crafting the item. Note that the
player must have his profession related
tool at the ready, such as a blacksmithing
hammer for repairing a broken sword.
The amount of coin needed to create a
level 1 item is listed in the shop table
under the item, as it costs just as much to
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make the item as it does to buy these
items. Note that players can’t buy items
that are greater than proficiency1; they
must be created or obtained from another
player.
It should be noted that all hammers,
staves, and bows are made by means of
woodworking and all blades including
axes and swords are made by means of
Blacksmithing.
To repair an item, a player needs the
broken item and follow the same
prerequisites to create the item. Broken
items can be repaired with the
appropriate profession for no material
cost.

Relics, Magic Items,
and Tek
A player merely needs to wear or wield
an item they have the proficiency to
wield and receives the bonus granted
from the item while using it. Tek can
grant special effects to the player, be a
mechanical mount or an item of even
greater power.
Magic items can be found in the official
Mythara Game Masters Guide.

Armor points reduced from an armor
piece(s) are considered damage to the
armor; however armor can never be
broken from an Incant other than Force
with the item in a players’ possession.
Diluted or empty potions cannot be
repaired as it is a consumable.
Refer to the Mythara Game Masters
Guide for more complete information on
the bonuses items grant, including magic
wands, rods, scrolls, potions, and more.
&n-)e ween

ven

c ions

Players may create as many items as
they want in between events. Room and
board and food is presumably taken care
of. Players may sell items on the field
and cannot sell their items back to NPC
camp.
Players may determine the value of any
treasure item in their possession, such as
a gemstone or piece of jewelry, at any
time using the Examine skill. The item
must be of a level equal to or less than
your level in the Examine skill.

Players must choose the three items
they are benefiting from before each
quest and at any time while not in a
quest. These items must be apparent
during a quest and should be kept in a
“Ready” Pouch, separate from other
items and along with your character
cards and wielded items.
Expendables such as Potions are not
part of a ready pouch. It should also
be noted that some magic items count
as more than one magic item when
equipped.
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+p ional

ules

The following rules can be found in the
Mythara Game Masters Guide.
However, it is presented here as these
are common optional rules available and
should be listed for and known during
your event.
No Numbered Damage: All damage
counts as 1 point, or two if Might or
Bash. Players do not state a number
before using numbered damage incants.
Any magic items that grant damage
bonuses now grant additional Might uses
regardless of class, treated as extra
charges on the item.
Low Numbered Damage: As no
Numbered Damage but magic items that
grant damage bonuses still do as normal.
Weapon Proficiencies: Many players
believe that through this limitation their
character can feel even more unique.
Through this method players may also
receive an additional permanent benefit
for maintaining these restrictions:
-Cleric: May deal all spell-like incants
through any wielded weapon.
-Rogue: Add 1to your stealth proficiency
at all times.
-Warrior: Deal 1 additional damage with
any one chosen favored weapon.
-Wizard: May deal all spell-like incants
through any wielded weapon. May also
deal magic through any wielded weapon
as long as you are wielding a Magicite
weapon at the same time.
Double Power: If your group prefers
heavier combat and a feeling of higher
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fantasy heroes, a great optional rule is to
give all players including NPC’s double
the normal value of their class hit points,
resists, armor points, and ability points.
Overpowered: Some players tend to
enjoy a higher number game. If this is
the case you can easily add a “0” to the
right of any displayed value of a players
hit points, armor points and damage.
For example, a starting warrior normally
starts with 3 hit points and deals 1
damage with a weapon at proficiency 1;
this ruling makes the starting warrior
player have 30 hit points and also deal
10 damage at proficiency 1.
Upon reaching proficiency 2, the player
gains another 30 hit points and an
additional 10 damage for a total of 60 hit
points and 20 damage; Don’t forget to
do this for your NPC’s and creatures too.
Hardcore: Some playing groups are just
so experienced they completely blow
past a quests enemies and obstacles,
even at the appropriate proficiency. With
an experienced gaming group there are
two ways to balance your game play.
The first and more viable option is to
make creature encounters twice as strong
by doubling a creatures hit points, ability
points, armor points, damage, and
resists.
Another option is to use additional
people to represent more creatures at
once, though this option tends to eat
away at your total player character count
for the event.
Skill Choice: This ruling allows players
to choose their skills when they begin
the game. Based on how many skills a
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class grants you, choose that many skills
to be trained in from the skills list.
No Roles: Using roles within a live
environment is more advanced than the
base classes. If players wish or if you
don’t want to use roles they can instead
achieve a general bonus, called mastery.
Before doing so please note that unless
all players chose from the mastery list, a
player with a role may obtain a mastery
at proficiency 6 if they are only granted
one skill and the game master agrees.

-Weapon
Weapon Mastery: Increases your base
weapon damage by 1. Players may
obtain this bonus twice.

able-

op

ules

Whether you’re facing a pandemic in
your area or just had a mishap with
scheduled events; players can still jump
into the experience of the Mythara
game system with these additional table
top rules.

For example, the Black Mage role only
grants one skill. It would be appropriate
to grant him the ability Mastery
ery in
addition to his usual role skill.
Players choose one of the listed bonuses
below each time they raise in proficiency
beyond 4. Players may not choose the
same bonus more than once unless stated
otherwise.
-Ability Mastery: Increase your
our
maximum ability
ility points by 1. Players
May obtain this bonus twice..
-Battle
Battle Mastery: Your granted class hit
point value is increased by 1. For
example, if you are a wizard, you now
earn 2 hit points at each proficiency.
-Master
Master Craftsman: You become trained
in one additional profession.
-Resist
Resist Mastery: Increase your
maximum resists by 1.

Necessities
Game
me masters for table top games
everywhere in the world can expect to
need additional supplies for running a
table top version of the game; at bare
minimum, you will need six sided dice
for each player including yourself.
All players can expect to use as many
six sided dice as the proficiency of
quest being ran or higher and should
have one or two extra; proficiency 1
players should have at least 2 or 3 dice.

-Skill
Skill Mastery: You become trained in
one additional skill. Players May obtain
this bonus twice.

©
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area.

For visual aids, which are not necessary
but are recommended, game masters
can use any means att their disposal,
including any tokens or miniatures and
a game mat with a classic grid of 1” X
1” spaces for moving game pieces.
Table-Top Positions
It is suggested that the owner of the
game play the game master. Only the
game master is permitted to see any
non-character
character material including all
information on quests and any monster
or treasures they may find. Be sure to
keep all such information to yourself as
Mythara is all about the fun of
exploration and discovery!
GM: How to use this Section
The game master should read this
tabletop rules section in its entirety
before proceeding with a game session
session.
Game Setup
-The
The game master should remember not
to place anything on the area unless
discovered or revealed.
-When
When it is revealed, the game master
places
ces objects and creatures in the form
of relative game pieces, in an area the
players have entered or examined by
means of a player using the Examine
skill action if necessary.
-Do
Do not place anything on the game
area until players discover a room or
area. Note that traps and secrets are not
revealed when a player enters a room or
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-Turn
Turn Order and rounds: All players
take their turns in the order they are
sitting clockwise from the game
master. The player sitting directly to
the left of the game masterr takes their
turn first.
After all players have taken their turn,
the game master takes the turns of all
enemy models on the area.. After the
game master has completed his turn
with each model, a new round begins
with the starting player once again
directly to your left.
Game
Master

Player 4

Player 3

Player 1

Player 2

Additional Player Statistics
These additional rules are used to
simulate a player’s ability to move,
interact, and use actions including
attacking, defending, and using abilities
during their turn on table top.
-Proficiency: A playerss Proficiency
helps determine his effectiveness and
determines their attack and defense dice
rolled when attacking or defending with
any weapon.
-Speed:
Speed: When a player moves, this is
the amount of spaces a player can move
up to. A player’s speed is initially
initi
5.
When you defend against a ranged

©
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attack, you must roll dice equal to either
your defense dice or speed, whichever
is lower.
-Attack: When you Attack you roll this
many dice.
-Defense: When attacked you roll this
many dice; defending ranged attacks
you roll your speed value in dice to
defend if your speed value is less than
your normal listed defense without
shield bonuses.
A players attack and defense is
normally equivalent to his proficiency.
However, based on the players wielded
equipment he receives a bonus to his
attack or defense or other bonus.
-Two-Handed Weapon: May attack
diagonally.
-Great Weapon: May attack diagonally
or up to 2 spaces away.
-Two Weapons: +1 Attack Die
(Reinforced +2, masterwork +3)
Shield: +1 Defense Die (Reinforced +2,
masterwork +3); Not applicable to
Ranged Attacks.
Starting a Quest
Each time you begin a quest you reveal
only the starting room or area. Players
place their character pieces on the area
anywhere on or adjacent to the game
masters chosen and designated starting
space for player characters.
-The Game Master places all doors,
objects, and shown features in the area
or room onto the area. Note this does
not include traps or secret spaces of any
kind.

Player Movement
On any players’ turn they move their
character model then use an action or
use an action then move. When a player
moves they may move their character
model up to their speed value in spaces
on the area. Players may freely move
through friendly models but not enemy
models.
They may not move in diagonal patterns
unless they expend 2 spaces for each 1
space moved diagonally and can’t move
diagonally around corners.
Rough terrain spaces may be present on
your play mat. These spaces require 2
spaces of movement spent to move
onto, or 4 if rough terrain.
A players speed is always reduced by
the armors granted bonus resist value,
found in the Core Players Handbook in
the armor chart, regardless of the
proficiency of armor the player is
wearing.
It is assumed that players are not
wearing individual armor items and
have all armor pieces necessary and
equipped of their armor type for Full
Coverage.
Revealing Areas
To press onward a player must first be
in a space next to a door or entryway.
After pressing onward, stated by
opening a door or clearing through thick
overgrowth, the game master places all
enemy models and objects in the area or
room onto the play area.
The player continues their turn
normally after the models are placed by
the game master. Enemies do not
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normally move into areas or rooms
undiscovered
ndiscovered by player characters.

can be used to attack enemies in spaces
next to walls and doorways as well.

Actions
Players choose actions from the list
below:
1. Attack an eligible Target
2. Use a Battle Incant while attacking
3. Move Again
4. Disengage
5. Reload/Ready a Ranged Weapon
6. Defend
7. Delay Your Action
8. Use a Skill Incant Allowed
9. Search an Area or Room

Your attack value is the amount of dice
you roll when attacking an eligible
target.. If no dice show a higher number
than 3, the attack
ack misses. The final
attack value the target must defend
against is equal to the amount of dice
showing 4 or higher from your attack.

1&2. Attack an Eligible Target
If using a melee weapon you must be
occupying a space next to the target to
attack.
Unless a ranged weapon attack is used a
player may not attack a target if the
enemy model is positioned diagonal to
the player,, even if the model is
adjacent. A model is adjacent when
they occupy any space next to an
enemy, even diagonally.

The target immediately rolls an amount
of dice equal to his defense value;
against a ranged attack a player rolls an
amount
ount of dice to defend equal to his
defense dice value or Speed Value,
whichever is lower; the player pools his
dice for defense and rolling in the same
manner, removing all dice showing 3 or
lower, counts the number of dice that
show 4 or higher for a final
al defense
value.
If a targets defense value is equal to or
greater than the players attack value the
player misses. Otherwise, the players
strike was successful. Players follow all
normal Mythara rules for taking incant
strikes and resisting if necessary during
this process.
When a creature model controlled by
the game master reaches 0 hit points it
is defeated and removed from the game
area.

If the player is wielding a two
two-handed
weapon with both hands, the player
may attack models on any space
adjacent to theirs, even diagonal, which
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round.
7. Delay and wait to use your action
before or after any other character or
enemy model moves or takes an action.
You do not have to specify your action
or which player you are going to take
your action before or after.

All ranged weapon attacks, including
battle incants, can only be used on a
target within line of sight.
A target is only in line of sight if no
other character model, wall, or object is
occupying a space directly between you
and the target when looking at the area.
3. Moving Again allows the player,
after movement, to use his action to
move his game piece again up to his
speed value in spaces.
4. Disengage: See optional Rules:
Chance Attacks; This action can be
used if using the optional chance attack
rules. Using Disengage allows you to
ignore chance attacks during player
movement to specifically move away
from melee combat once during that
turn, even if multiple enemies would
have a chance attack against you.
5. Reload/Ready a Ranged Weapon;
you may sacrifice your movement to
reload/ready rather than use your action
to do so.
6. Defend is an action that allows a
player to roll 2 extra dice when rolling
defense dice for the remainder of the

8. Using Skills allow a player to do
specific things at specific times or even
under special circumstances. You
handle players using skills on table top
as you normally would while Larping,
though some additional rules have been
listed below for use on the table top.
Examine: A player may use the
Examine skill at any time there are no
enemy models on the area within line of
sight in the area, Hallway, or room the
player is occupying.
Force: Boulders from sprung boulder
traps may be moved using force. The
player may move the boulder up to his
proficiency in spaces on the area. He
then places his character next to the
boulder after movement has ended and
ends their turn.
Hidden Objects that can be moved with
force are revealed when a player uses
the Examine skill in the room they are
occupying.
You may also use force to clear heavy
thicket blocking your path or break
down a locked door.
Don't forget this is your action for the
turn and immediately opens the door or
blocked path and reveals the area or
room, allowing the game master to
place all enemy models and objects
onto the play area just as if a player
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opened a door or moved through to
another area as normal; it is better to
use pick lock than to break open a door
as this does not reveal the next room.
Influence: This skill must be used by a
player before a player or enemy model
attempts to attack after a room or area is
initially revealed.
Knock Out: While occupying the only
open space directly behind a target you
may spend an ability point to attempt to
knock out the target. This cannot be
done diagonally. Roll for a normal
attack. The target blocks as normal.
However, rather than receive damage if
successful the usual rules for knock out
apply for the target. If successful
through proficiency the target is put to
sleep as normal.

The game master tells them and points
at the spaces that seem dangerous or
odd to the player; the game master
never places a trap object until the trap
is sprung or disarmed.
Secrets however, such as hidden objects
or false walls, are placed on the game
area when a player discovers them
through using the Examine skill.

Sleeping targets cannot roll defense
dice until they are either struck again or
wake up by means of heal or if no
enemy models are visible on the play
mat.

Traps are set by enemies before you
arrive to the adventuring location.
When an enemy model moves he does
not set off traps but is still subject to
sprung traps such as pits. Though a
player character discovers possible
traps through the use of the search skill,
only a player with the trapping skill
may attempt to disarm traps.

Survival: This skill must be used by a
player before a player or enemy model
attempts to attack after a room or area is
initially revealed.
Trapping: Required to disarm traps as
explained in the traps section.

Players who step on trap spaces take the
full damage or effect of the trap. If the
player is successful the trap still springs
and he takes no damage. The game
master places the disarmed trap object
on the area.

9. Search an area or room. Each
player may search an area or room
once. When a player searches a room
the game master reads aloud the
contents of the room and all players
follow the directions of the area as
stated in his quest notes if necessary.

There are three kinds of traps
commonly used, and when a player
springs or fails to disarm one, he is
harmed by it.

Finding a Secret or Trap
A player can identify dangerous looking
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spaces. The player must use the search
skill for their action while no enemy
pieces are on the area. All spaces that a
character piece can see in their current
room, hallway or outside area, not
obstructed by walls are searched when
the skill is used.

Arrow: A small device fires an arrow
when the player steps onto a space
putting pressure on the players newly
occupied space to automatically release
the arrow. This is the most common of
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harmful traps and has no added effect
other than its’ pierce damage but will
end a player’s turn.

Boulder: After a player is successfully
struck by a boulder the game master
places a boulder object on their
occupied space; this is now treated as
an object.
The player must move their character
model to any space next to the boulder
and end their turn immediately.
Pit: After taking damage from a pit trap
a player turn ends immediately, the
game master places a pit trap object
underneath the player. A sprung pit trap
remains active and may harm any
model whether enemies or characters.
The player may spend their movement
next turn to climb out of the pit and
place their character model next to the
pit. They may still use an action on that
turn.

be used as well, rolling one less die, if
the target is occupying a space next to
the pit you occupy.

Dead Player Characters
When a player dies he pays his death
toll and is immediately and magically
warped to town. He is unconscious
until the other players return to town,
at which point he is fully restored and
may adventure with his companions
again.
If any or all players are defeated, the
enemies will place the Coin in their
horde and it will be included in the
quest rewards at the end of a quest.
Ending a Quest
Once players accomplish their
adventure goal outlined in their current
quest, they receive any and all rewards
upon returning to town.

While in a pit trap players may attack
and defend by rolling one less die than
they normally would.

Returning to Town
Players need only go to the starting
space to escape an adventure or quest,
at which point their piece is removed
from the game area.

However, players may only target
models that are next to their occupied
pit trap space. Incants and abilities may

Until every player character model is
no longer on the game area the quest
continues, even after reaching an
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adventures outlined goals and
completing a quest.
If an adventures listed goals are not
met before all character pieces are
removed from the area, the players
play through the quest again, from the
start, with few exceptions:
-A Player may not search rooms that
they have already searched.
-The game area is reset with the
exception of any treasure that has been
looted and any secrets found that
players may have already achieved on
the quest.
-Traps and enemy models are placed
and handled as if they were never
removed or used in the previous
attempt of the players to achieve the
adventures goals.
Spending Coin
While in town you may spend your
coin on any items listed in the Mythara
Core Players Handbook.
Obtaining and Using Magic Items
A Player uses a magic item charge by
fulfilling its’ requirements and using
an action. Players can also make their
own items. Players do not need to have
access to a town but rather a safe area
to make items.
Optional Rules
-Turn order: each player rolls a six
sided die and adds their proficiency to
it for a total “Initiative” value. Each
person states their initiative total for
the round or even the combat if the
game master prefers.
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Each player and enemy model takes
their turn in initiative order from
highest to lowest value. Any ties
simply reroll to determine who goes in
which order between all those tied.
-Chance Attack: If you have entered
melee combat on a turn and are next to
any enemy model, you must stop
moving or be subject to a "chance"
attack by any other player with a melee
weapon.
A Chance Attack allows the model to
make a single melee attack against the
model occupying a space adjacent to
them. Players can’t spend an ability
point or magic item charge when using
a chance attack.
Players already in melee combat can
move 1 space safely without provoking
a chance attack if they remain in melee
combat with all eligible enemy models,
regardless of rough terrain or diagonal
movement.
At any time a player moves out of
melee combat spaces from an enemy
model, if that player was occupying a
space the enemy model could attack
with his wielded weapon, that model
gets a chance attack on the player.
-Cover: When a player is in cover he
doubles the successful results that show
on the dice rolled while defending
against ranged attacks.
To be eligible, players must be behind
an object that would grant cover, such
as a wall or large wardrobe.
Players in cover are those players in
line of sight that are obstructed by an
object but not completely blocked by a
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wall. Players in cover are still eligible
targets for ranged attacks, though they
receive cover bonuses and may attack
from the space normally.

The World of
Mythara

-Surprised: If players have a way to
initiate a round before combat begins
all players involved may take a single
turn before the start of the first round in
the area.

The world of Mythara is a fantasy world
of much might and magic, each of
which’s presence is clear and well
known. The Kingdom of Eredes (air-ehdis) encompasses much of the known
world.

-Stealth Bonus: When attacking, if
initially in stealth, double the
successful results you roll for an attack
value when rolling attack dice.
-Behind a Target: You receive an extra
2 Attack dice to your pool when
attacking.

Eredes reaches across the entire
continent of Central Mythara and is
known to all as the land of adventure and
glory. However, little is discovered of
this region as the King of the Eridians of
Mythara is currently running a campaign
to better explore more of this giant land
mass.

-Flanking Target: If you have a
friendly model positioned directly on
the space opposite of where you are in
relation to an enemy model, each
attacking player flanking the enemy
rolls 1 extra attack die when attacking.
-Team Up: Any player that attacks an
enemy model that an ally is adjacent to
and is also an eligible target for, rolls 1
extra attack die when attacking.
-Take Half: Any player may choose to
not roll when they should. The player
takes half the amount of dice he would
normally roll and rounds them down for
a final Attack or Defense roll amount.

Though the Eridian King Alister, son
and heir to the late King Roland II, rules
over this land with his massive royal
army, he does not risk the bulk of the
Eridian territories army as it could be
devastating to their defenses.
From the Eridian territory Eridale (aireh-dale), located on the western
continent of Lochland, King Alister
appoints those of his forces worthy on
Central Mythara Dukedom status on the
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continent in areas he wishes to have his
forces known. With this task in hand,
those appointed as a duke appoint others
into their army that they also deem
trustworthy.
Though Eridale is ruled by and for
Eridians, King Alister has vowed to help
make Central Mythara a better place for
all races of the world that would wish to
live in peace and live a life of equality
among all others of the world.
As some may find that Alisters
intentions are of only the most Noble,
others feel that races of less intelligence,
extremely different cultures, and even
skin color should prohibit them from the
adventure, glory, and even opportunity
of livelihood in the newly established
kingdom.

Central Mythara and
Lochland
Though the kingdom of Eredes is newly
established, there are history books that
mark the world of Mythara, including
Central Mythara to be nearly two and a
half millennia old. The date known to
the world is in the 1400’s. Lochland
looks much like Central Mythara, with
much to offer in the line of agriculture
and untapped resources.

Pryness
The continent of Pryness (pur-in-es) lies
to the North. Its’ many barren isles make
it inhabitable to most races of the known
world. Many of the isles are too
dangerous to reside on due to their lack
of potential in the way of farming due to
the cold and often deathly freezing
climates.
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Norvalon and
Lormoor
To the East are the continents of
Norvalon and Lormoor. Norvalon is a
heavily wooded continent with much to
be astonished by from its’ mere beauty
and flourishes in the way of cultivation.
Lormoor is known for its many
mountains, mines, and riches to be had
therein.

Linmere
To the south of Central Mythara lies the
continent of Linmere. This Continent
holds much confusion as it seems to
flourish in many different ways. Some
areas are full of wildlife while others are
barren wastelands and even swamplands.

Isles of Madness
Between Norvalon and Linmere lie the
Isles of Madness. These isles are
completely unexplored as all that have
campaigned there have lost many forces
to the surrounding treacherous waters.

Mythara Events
Events
It should be initially noted that not all
Recognized Events of MythrilWerks
LLC have to use the Mythara campaign
setting, although it is strongly
recommended as this will give the Event
much in the way of resources and helps
to flesh out the game and help players
going from one Event to another to
familiarize them with the game world.
The size of central Mytharais similar to
that of the real world. This makes
Mythara at least six times as large as the
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real world of Earth. When a Recognized
Event forms in the real world, there are a
few rules to abide by.

Dukedom
A dukes region of rule and location is
determined in central Mythara by the
real world. A state, province, or
territories borders on Earth help to
determine the dukes region in the world
of Mythara. This is known as a
“Dukedom” in game terms.

Barony

Visiting Eridale InInBetween Events
Players may feel free to visit the city of
Eridale at any point while in-between
events. Many adventurers from across
the regions will have much to discuss
about with each new threat coming to
Central Mythara. When you attend an
event, your character may be in these
locations. Any help from other
adventurers seasoned in the region
would help greatly! Go to
mytharagame.com to visit Eridale!

A Barons region of rule and location,
known as a Barony in game terms, in a
Dukedom is determined by the location
of a Event in the real world. When a
Mythara Event opens in the real world a
Barony is created. A Events home town
can be placed anywhere in a barony,
although most Events put their home
town near the center of the barony for ingame ease of explanation.

Developing a Campaign
It is still up to the game master of a
specified Event and his quest runners to
determine the towns, land masses, and
ultimately the campaign setting for their
Barony.
Although some adventures may take
players across the world, players while
acting as characters are not permitted to
enter a Barony of another recognized
Event while attending their home events
unless they have confirmation from the
game master of the other Barony/Event.
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